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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.6 

 

General 

 CSIG-9BPHV7 - E-mail message wasn’t created if e-mail address to the responsible for the activity was 
missing. This error could occur in procedures where you can use activities. 

 JLIN-9DPAQR -  The size of the Crystal Reports Form files has been decreased. 

 JWEN-9E4AM6 - Documents linked to Revision in the Update Parts – Purchase/Sales/Inventory 
procedures could be transferred to another Revision if you changed active Revision. 

 JELA-9E9BR3 - It wasn’t possible to export data with MDC from procedures that contained a “/” (slash) in 
its name. 

 FOHN-9F7GYN - Part types weren’t displayed after Reset Search Form in the Part List – Purchase, Part 
List – Sales, Part List – Inventory, Price List – Purchase and Price List – Sales procedures. 

 KFTM-9FFDVQ - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you wanted to evaluate the Accounts 
Receivable or Accounts Payable Ledger at AFS rate, classified on Accounts receivable account and 
Accounts payable account., list type Only total and Reconciliation against general ledger. 

 JEDS-9FJHXC - Now there is a new Rasterex PDF-filter version 170. Please note that this update 
requires client installation! This only applies to systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 JLIN-9FRC4M - Custom Reports shut down with a program error if you used Reset Search Form. 

 JLIN-9FTDF3 - This affects both Blanket Order - Purchase and Blanket Order - Sales. The information 
on row type 4 rows on Blanket orders became on Swedish, even if the Supplier or Customer had another 
language. 

 JELA-9FZG59 - E-mail message wasn’t created if e-mail address to the responsible for the activity was 
missing. This error could occur in procedures where you can use activities. 

 JEDS-9G2JU7 - It could seem as if there were documents linked to Revision in the Update Part – 
Inventory/Purchase/Sales procedures, even if there were no linked documents. This error could occur if 
you previously had un-linked a document. 

Manufacturing 

 RDJF-9DNMSN - A program error occurred when you sorted the list Summarize reported times in the 
Preparation procedure. 

 MARN-9F8GTV - During preview and printout of manufacturing orders, MONITOR would shut down with a 
program error if the manufacturing order was created from a Customer order with a customer name that 
exceeded 35 characters. 

 SSÖG-9FRHZJ - In the Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure, a certain combination of 
purchase orders with zero amounts could give extra rows on received delivery notes in the export file. 

 SSÖG-9G3GFB - The Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure used with the supplement EDI 
shut down with a program error if there were a very large number of manufacturing order suggestions. 

 TBOL-9G3GNV - If a Flow Analysis – Manufacturing was made on a Configured Part, the incorporated 
material rows with Purchase Parts were displayed as if arrival of the Part was missing, even if the Balance 
covers the need. 

 JLIN-9G7HDM - The Reorder Point List (Tools) procedure became empty even if you had made 
selections on the Create tab. 
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 JLIN-9GHH38 - The Back to level 0 button is available in the Preparation procedure even if you enter a 
Part number manually. 

Purchase 

 LAHM-9EGJ48 - If you removed the preliminary account manually during Final coding of a Supplier invoice, 
no log record was created in the Supplier Invoice Log. 

 SHYS-9EGJUV - This change only applies to systems in Lithuania that uses adaptation 285. We have made 
an adjustment in the payment file to suppliers of the type "Authority". The "Our consec no:" in the 
payment file is removed. 

 SSÖG-9EJHFW - If you added the Suppliers part number on a part afterwards, the data was incorrectly 
changed during export in the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 CSIG-9F6GWT - With the Crystal Reports version of Transport label arrival it wasn’t possible to print 
Qty/pkge greater than 99 pieces. 

 SSTG-9FEKN2 - Incorrect delivery date was displayed in the column Act. del. date in list type Order’s actual 
lead time in the Order Lead Time – Purchase procedure  

 SHYS-9FLKZU - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you entered 100% discount on an order row 
that made the Total amount zero in the Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure. 

 MARN-9FNBYK - If you selected another list type than Standard in the Inquiry List procedure, MONITOR 
would shut down with a program error. 

 LAHM-9FSHEE - Number of days could incorrectly get red color in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure if you used Drag and drop (MONITOR-to-MONITOR). 

 ÖBRN-9FYHK6 - If you released an Advance payment in a Payment plan from the Payment Plan List 
procedure, it wasn’t possible to save because the Save button was missing. 

 ÖBRN-9FZBZZ - This only applies to systems used in Poland. Now it’s possible to see and change the bank 
account if you use payment method LB in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9DFJ33 - Now it’s possible to enter a fixed Printer number in MONITOR, this will direct all printouts 
for a certain Shipping agent to a specific printer in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9DGBCZ - Some news regarding credit invoices in the Sales module for systems used in Poland. 

 - A new field Reason for credit is added in the Register invoices Directly procedure. This field will be 
displayed when you have selected Credit invoice.  

 - The form Credit invoice has got a new layout. Previously the form contained a section for the original 
debit invoice and a section for the credited. Now the invoice also contains a third section with the total 
after crediting. 

 SSTG-9DUEJA - The Order List – Sales procedure, classified on Period with list type Only total or Delivery 
list, the result could be empty. The Totals were missing under Alternatives in list type Only total. 

 SHYS-9DULHB - It’s no longer possible to delete invoice basis with status 9. 

 SSTG-9EFBXN - Order rows with row type 2 were displayed with incorrect CM and CR in the Quote List 
and Order List – Sales procedures, list type Only total. 

 AFOG-9EKBJX - It wasn’t possible to set a default service when loading from Delivery method with selected 
Shipping agent, but without selected service. Now a default service for the Shipping agent will be used, if 
service is missing, the option None is used or if a service doesn’t match the Shipping agent’s service. 
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 SHYS-9ENES7 - News: For systems used in Lithuania are a new procedure Customer / Supplier Balance 
– Summary added under Sales | Accounts Receivables and Purchase | Accounts Payable. The procedure 
will summarize transactions from both the accounts receivables and payables when your Customer also is 
your Supplier. The procedure is based your customers/suppliers VAT registration numbers. Please contact 
Monitor ERP System AB for detailed information. 

 ÖBRN-9ENHGC - It wasn’t possible to match payments that had the same Currency but different Currency 

codes in the Payment Matching procedure. Now this is possible if you have the same Currency code 
entered in the Form field in the Currencies procedure. 

 CSIG-9EZDY3 - The order rows could get incorrect position during Customer Order Transfer. MONITOR 
Customer Order Transfer is a supplement. 

 MARN-9F5C5W - The Tooltip in the Quote List procedure didn’t display which information is updateable in 
the different list types. 

 CSIG-9F5DMX - The Crystal Reports version of the form Delivery note delivered displayed text rows as 
Backordered rows. 

 SSTG-9FJ9WZ - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you opened a linked document on the 
Manufacturing tab in the Customer Order Info procedure. 

 RDJF-9FJH9W - The Print Pick Lists procedure became empty if you selected on Customer code and 
Delivery period if you also excluded Customer code. 

 ÖBRN-9FME9Y - Now it’s possible to select on Delivery note number in the Print Invoices procedure. 

 JEDS-9FML5C - A manual price adjustment in the Import EDI Orders procedure changed the price on the 
customer order, but the price in the Order List - Sales procedure wasn’t changed. 

 MARN-9FNDJT - The Register Customer Order and Register Purchase Order procedure shut down with 
a program error if you had saved an order with a Delivery date and then changed the Delivery date. 

 SSTG-9FNGL9 - News: Now there is an Alias for BI field in the Update Services procedure. Alias can be 
used if you want to display the service under another service code in MONITOR BI. 

 JLÖR-9FNKRB - The Customer Order Transfer shut down with a program error if you changed a Configured 
order row and didn’t have adaptation 332. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Customer Order Transfer. 

 JLÖR-9FNL37 - Delivery reporting of Customer order transferred order was shut down with a program error 
if you had the Setting Enter delivery note number for arrivals? set on Always activated. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 JEDS-9FRAZN - If you changed delivery period on an order row in the Register Customer Order 
procedure, all rows with a higher Position number could get a new delivery period. 

 SSTG-9G4ASL - Print Delivery Note (Delivered) displayed customers date format instead of the actual 
date. 

 FOHN-9G7H9N - EDI advice with format 91 and 115 from the Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure 
exported picked quantity. Now this is changed to delivered quantity. 

 CSIG-9G8B9X - Printout date and copy weren’t printed on the Delivery note in the following procedures: 
Delivery Reporting, Delivery List and Print Delivery Note (Delivered). 

 FOHN-9GBJZA - News: We have implemented the new DHL routing codes/linjekoder valid as of 28 
February 2014. 

 AFOG-9GPMTL - Pick list EDI and Pick List Delivery Reporting managed max 35 characters in the field 
Customer name. Now this is changed to maximum 50 characters. 

Inventory 

 JWEN-89PC4B - The column Initial batch was incorrectly printed on printouts from the Physical Inventory 
List Reporting, even if the adaptation Initial batch wasn’t activated in the system. 
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 BSAN-8RWHNE - A program error occurred if you printed a Physical Inventory List for more than one 
Warehouse, but not from all Warehouses. 

 RDJF-9BEGYE - The Delivery address in the Refill List – Purchase procedure didn’t match the 
Warehouses address if you had changed Warehouse a second time. 

 CSIG-9CBCJ4 - Errors could occur in the Inventory log when you moved Stock balance between 
Warehouses. Warehouse Management is a supplement to MONITOR: 

 SSTG-9CPB67 - News: Now it’s possible to de-select Safety stock as basis for Rescheduling suggestions in 
the Rescheduling Analysis procedure. 

 SSTG-9D5AG5 - The Expenses button in the Part Info procedure disappeared if you resized the procedure 
window. This error could occur if the Setting Use multiple locations? was activated. 

 JLIN-9DSKKH - News: Now it’s possible to select that an Operation can not be valuated to more than 
planned time in the WIP List procedure. 

 SSTG-9EHABS - Suggestions to fill up the Safety stock in other Warehouses than standard, didn’t give 
correct Stock order suggestions in the Requirement Calculation procedure. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 SSTG-9EKJRZ - If the reserved quantity is in the Stock balance, this quantity will be deducted from the 
Balance when you start a Rescheduling Analysis. 

 JLIN-9EVJE9 - Reporting of negative quantity is no longer possible in the Delivery Reporting - Stock 
Orders procedure. 

 JLIN-9EVK28 - Deleted rows in the Delivery Reporting - Stock Orders procedure created an empty 
basis, which caused empty rows that were impossible to arrival report in the Arrival Reporting - Stock 
Orders procedure. 

 LREM-9F7AKD - Incorrect arrival prices could be saved for Parts, which you could see in the Historical 
Inventory Movements procedure. This could occur if you had linked Parts with No Stock update in the 
Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This combined with a newly updated MONITOR could give Parts with 
No Stock update an incorrect arrival price. 

 JLÖR-9FEGW2 - If you printed the Transport label refill pick location, the system found the oldest location 
without excluding alternate locations. 

 CSIG-9FFA4B - A program error occurred if all alternatives under Show… in the Rescheduling 
Suggestion - In procedure were deselected. 

 JLIN-9FNAVM - It was possible to open PopUp Locations in the Location field in the Part Info (F12) 
procedure. 

 MARN-9FRBQP - Purchase orders weren’t updated with a new date after replanning in the Rescheduling 
Suggestion – In procedure. 

 SSTG-9GBBVD - It wasn’t possible to edit the Location field in the Update Part - Inventory procedure if 
the Setting Use multiple locations? wasn’t activated. 

 MARN-9GBD7A - Some date formats in Windows could give error messages in the Rescheduling Analysis 
procedure. 

 MARN-9GJC2N - If a Part was created by using Save as…, incorrect LT (Lead time) was displayed on the 
Order window tab in the Part Info procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9EKDVY - A work that the Employee had resting when he clocked out could disappear from the 
Priority plan when the Employee clocked in. 

 JLIN-9F7KZR - You could get strange error messages in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure if 
you closed the procedure without making any adjustments on employees. 
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 JLIN-9FLC4J - The Shorter Working Hours procedure wasn’t possible to use if you had another date 
format than Swedish. 

 JLIN-9FLGEY - News: Ascension Day is now included as a public holiday in the Finnish calendar. 

 JLIN-9FRBPP - If you had saved an own layout in the Finish Work mode in the Recording Terminal 
procedure, an error message was displayed when you made the recording. 

 JLIN-9G7H6E - If an employee clocked OUT, an Interruption code was always logged for the work. Now an 

Interruption code only will be logged during clock OUT if the Setting Manage interruption code in the 
Recording Terminal is set on Yes, mandatory. The code with the lowest number will be used. 

 FPEN-9GGC85 - It wasn’t possible to create selection lists for the Extra info tab in the Update Employee 
procedure by using advanced Property Management. 

Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9CTBSA - News: A new procedure Register Payments is added under Accounting | Current 
Accounting, for foreign markets (for instance Poland). You can register all types of payments in this 
procedure, both payments from customers and suppliers. Even payments outside the ledgers are managed. 
Please contact Monitor ERP System AB for detailed information. 

 SHYS-9EFDQ3 - The Currency code KR was displayed on the Budget tab in the Register Project 
procedure, even if you had another Company currency. 

 MSVK-9FMK8L - A control that you are in the year containing the Periodic Statements date will take place 
when you create a Periodic Statement. 

 LREM-9FRLF3 - The activities could be moved from one Project to another in the Register Project 
procedure. This could occur if you changed something in a Project without saving, entered another Project 
number and pressed Enter. Then the question Save changes? was displayed. If you answered Yes, the 
change you had done in the first Project disappeared but was saved in the second project.  

 KFTM-9FUAAV - It was problematic to search and get an Accrual accounting in the Accrual Accounting 
procedure if you had zero (0) in start code on the Number series. 

 SHYS-9G2HM9 - The two last selection alternatives; Reporting date and Consecutive no had disappeared in 
the Project Summary procedure, list type Directly registered cost/activity. 

 KFTM-9GBKDY - If an Accounting order was printed in the Register Vouchers procedure, an empty row 
with zero (0) quantity appeared between every Account row. 

 ÖBRN-9GMJKT - An adjustment is made in the Polish Print VAT report Poland procedure, list type 
Purchase report VAT EU. You can find this report under Accounting | Current Accounting. The report will 
now include the VAT value displayed on the form. 

 LAHM-9GNHW8 - The Polish Calculate FIFO Currency Rate procedure could during certain circumstances 
display an error message. The message indicated that the balance was negative even if it wasn’t. 

General Settings 

 JELA-9FSATD - Now it’s possible to select a Set of forms for a test company and generate forms. Please 
note that for Historical companies shall the Set of forms be generated for the main company. 

 FPEN-9G2GFP - Update system that is used during update of MONITOR didn’t update $ phrases on new 
menu items. 

 AFOG-9G9KHK - There was a limitation of 80 characters if you changed path for existing document links in 
the Update Document Path procedure. 

 JELA-9GEA26 - It wasn’t possible to change tabs by using keyboard commands and focus wasn’t working 
properly in the Activities procedure. 
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Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-9FCL2G - The PDF viewer in the supplement Electronic Invoice Management is updated with the 
newest version. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9CRCDJ - If a general Selection group that governed a Variable was removed from a configuration, a 
program error occurred if you registered an order with a Part containing this Configuration group. This 
error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 JLÖR-9GGJ93 - A program error could occur when you changed Configuration group on a configured Part in 
the Update Part - Inventory procedure and didn’t use Variables. This error could only occur in systems 
with the supplement Product Configurator. 

Business Intelligence 

 NOLN-9CPATZ - MONITOR BI will start with the same size and position on the screen as it had when you 
closed the program. 

 NOLN-9CPFK8 - Login to MONITOR BI will now take place immediately even for users that do not have 
passwords set. The username on the computer must match the user name registered in BI. 

 NOLN-9CRL96 - News: Now it’s possible to use letters in date fields in MONITOR BI, just as you can in 
MONITOR. A "t" is for instance today. 

 NOLN-9DNMAE - Frequency, Companies and Views will be updated when you change selections in 
Scheduling. 

 NOLN-9DT9ZH - Select all wasn’t selected/deselected for views and companies based on highlighted User 
rights group in User rights. 

 JWEN-9E4HBM - In charts where you can select Employee number as Category axis, the name of the 
Employee will be displayed in a tool tip when you move the cursor over the Employee number on the 
category axis. 

 BKNN-9ECKW2 - A data series in a chart will be automatically highlighted when you have selected a year 
for Year comparison. 

 MARN-9EHJDW - The result wasn’t correctly classified under the category axis Work center and Department 
in the Cost of poor quality view. 

 ÖBRN-9ENDNS - The Total rows will be displayed in bold font in the Report box in the Report generator 
view. 

 NOLN-9EYKVW - A new button Show amount in thousands is added to display reports in thousands in the 
Report editor. 

 RDJF-9EZDFK - Quantity is added in the Parts box in the Sales statistics. 

 BKNN-9FEBZC - An interrupted scheduled loading of information from databases could be displayed as 
ongoing in Scheduling. 

 NOLN-9FJ9TB - A standard filter without selections is added to the filter section in all views. 

 BKNN-9FKBUZ - Charts can now display bar graphs with 12 or more colors. 

 NOLN-9FLD8V - Now it’s possible to choose a Start view for MONITOR BI and a default view for every tab. 

 NOLN-9FLDNQ - Now it’s possible to link from MONITOR BI to ”regular” MONITOR. This is done by right-
clicking on a record in BI which will open the record in question in MONITOR where you can see information 
on a detailed level. 
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 JELA-9FLKRH - An error message was displayed when MONITOR BI was closed on a computer with the OS 
Windows XP. 

 NOLN-9FMB9R - The layout in the filter section is adjusted. 

 NOLN-9FMKSH - A Revert button to reset changes to the last saved mode is added in views where you can 
save changes. The shortcut for Revert is Ctrl+R. Shortcuts for Save (Ctrl+S), Add row (Ctrl+N) and Delete 
row (Del) are also added. 

 SSTG-9FNGTS - News: Now it’s possible to enter alias for Service code in MONITOR for use in MONITOR BI. 

 NOLN-9GABFT - Information about program version, data base version etc. can be displayed on the “i” 
button under Settings. 

 JWEN-9GAJY3 - It wasn’t possible to start MONITOR BI if you had Norwegian as Regional setting in 
Windows. 
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